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ABSTRACT

In the standard folkloric and ethnographic tradition of Albanian studies, various efforts to seize an authentic, traditional and popular culture, supposed to have really functioned in a society of official ideology, were devoted primarily to a catalogue of descriptivist and empiricist research, which only served to confirm the ultimate goal of constructing a primarily essentialized national specificity and a particularly antiquated view of national culture. Whereas the long-term continuities in the Albanian studies of people’s culture (kultura popullore), which pre-dated and out-lived socialism, together with the ambiguous relationship to anthropology are emphasized elsewhere, in this paper we look more closely at the limited changes and innovations that occurred in the decades of communist regime in Albania. The aim is to uncover how the traditional ethnographic-folkloric studies of people’s culture, marked by intellectual isolation and stigmatized by association with moralist and nationalist ideologies, were mobilized to service the shifting ideological needs and state policies towards the cultural hegemony of the communist regime.
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1. Introduction

This article stems from a question on cultural hegemonies in spaces of diversity, formulated with an invitation to give a presentation at a conference organized by the Graduate School for East and Southeast European Studies in Regensburg (Germany) in May 2015. ¹ Some earlier articles focused more specifically on the folkloric archaism of the studies of “people’s culture” (kultura popullore) in Albania (Doja, 2015), largely inspired by the nationalist Kulturpolitik and colonialist Ostpolitik of the German-Austrian tradition of Volkskunde (Doja, 2014a, b). In this article, the primary aim is to explore the ways in which cultural knowledge was created, and then used and misused under Socialism in Albania. It is our contention to argue that the methodological approach adopted by these studies, namely the folklorist, empiricist and historicist character facilitated the subversion of scholarship in this area into a political instrument of communist propaganda, cultural hegemony and state control.

In recent years an increasing number of works are dealing critically with related issues (Schwandner-Sievers, 2009; Hysa, 2010; Voell, 2011), including our own earlier (Doja, 1998) and more recent reflections (Abazi, 2010, 2011; Doja, 2013a, 2014a,
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1 An earlier partial version of this article was also presented at the Conference on “The Rise of Anthropology in the Margins of Europe, 1945—1991”, Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, Halle/Saale (Germany), 9—10 March 2011 (Video at http://youtu.be/NeQ1ECIQSRc).
The kind of critical elaborations taken up in this article are now current in anthropology and social science more generally, in cultural studies, in post-colonial theory, and more recently in post-socialist studies. They might be very attractive, particularly given the ordinarily pedestrian proceedings of much Albanian studies. Yet the danger of arbitrarily attributing to former writers motivations that stem indirectly from contemporary concerns is not to be minimized. The knowledge production must therefore be carefully contextualized and approached in detail with both a critical and an insightful eye, without falling into the trap of a simple ideological critique. We stick to a review of the communist period of Albanian folkloric-ethnographic studies, commenting on what most scholars actually achieved at these times, and highlighting how the reading of their products shed light on the fact that knowledge and politics are deeply intertwined.

From the communist point of view, people’s culture had to turn into an ideal projection of the fixed idea of the communists as builders of a new emancipated world, a New Man and a new culture. The transformation mechanisms touched all sides of the cultural process, including the meaning of people’s culture and the code that served to catalogue, analyze and interpret cultural production. To analyze this process we adopt a political anthropological perspective. In this sense, our approach is at once comparative, holistic and relativistic. In practical terms, we consider the contributions and research publications that unfolded in the cultural and political space of communist Albania in parallel with all cultural activities and institutional arrangements that constituted the discourse of the communist regime, including the interventions of state and party organizations in issues of people’s culture that determined its new meaning, its new role and its new social status.

The arguments that itemize examples of how the manipulation of people’s culture either takes place or is disputed, their critical assessment and the insights discussed here are firmly grounded in several sources from the bulk of publications in the genre of folkloric-ethnographic studies of people’s culture produced during the socialist period in Albania, including the contributions to Etnografi Shqiptare (Yearbook of Albanian Ethnography), Çështje të Folklorit Shqiptar (Issues in Albanian Folklore) and Kultura Populllore (Journal of People’s Culture), or to the national conferences on Albanian studies (1962, 1968, 1969), social issues (1969), folklore festivals and other Party documents that typically address many issues closely related to the scholarly production that is the subject of this study, including the education of youth with communist morality, the formation and consolidation of socialist mentality, socio-economic consequences of socialist transformations, changes in the socio-class structure of society, the diminution of rural and urban differences, the development of socialist relations within the family, the emancipation of women, the socialist ways of life, and so on.

On the role of ideology, the arguments of this study are better and more clearly substantiated by the programmatic articles in the Party periodical press, especially in the collection of Rruga e Partisë (Party Way), a monthly journal published by the Institute of Marxist-Leninist Studies and controlled by the Party Central Committee. The choice is determined by the very task of this “political and theoretical organ” of the Party press that was to lead the political and ideological education of state officials, party ideologues and research scholars, with contributions that reflected the real problems as perceived and intended by the ideological apparatus of the communist regime. Continuously, from its inception in 1953 to its termination in 1989, in every issue of the journal, there is no contribution without direct or indirect reference to important features of cultural research policy throughout the evolving conditions of the building of socialism. A careful examination of these contributions can highlight the real weight of the research strategy of the Albanian communist model, as they also show the evolvement of a political and moral mystification in a form contradicted by the sociocultural situation in Albania.

In addition, the claims are substantiated by what could be termed the methodological opportunity of a primary lived experience that has made it possible to monitor more closely the substance and meaning of the scholarly discourse on people’s culture and the politics of knowledge in Albania more generally. One of the authors is a member of the young generation of scholars who used to work under political pressure as a junior researcher at the Institute of People’s Culture, where he gained a primary lived experience on the politics of knowledge under the communist regime, and eventually rebelled against it. Another author is a member of the new generation of political scientists who in the past have suffered the most from the cultural reference of belonging both to the old class of landowners in South Albania and to the alienated class of deep-rooted intellectuals hostile to the communist regime. After a consequent full training and long experience working in modern anthropology and political science respectively, building on earlier critical examinations of the folkloric archaism of people’s culture studies in Albania from “an insider/outsider perspective” (Doja, 2015), and the materialist historicist descriptivism in Albanian studies from the perspective of modern analytical and political approaches (Abazi, 2010, 2011), an additional experiential intersubjectivity is gained from a personal experience to substantiate the political dimension of the problems raised.

Finally, at this time we shall be retrospective, concerned more with taking stock rather than with proposing the kinds of new directions that must be addressed at another time. In the first section, we provide a general characterization of Albanian native studies glorifying and essentializing one’s own people’s culture. In three following sections, we distinguish three main phases in the course of socialist changes, which are aimed to show the linkage between evolving projects of people’s culture engineering and the increase in power of the Hoxha regime in Albania. Until about the mid-1950s, the Sovietization and de-Sovietization of communist ideas of internationalism moved away everything that could suspect a whiff of reactionary

---

2 Some useful considerations are more specifically intended as a “practical necessity” how to use this body of works, more often for the completion of graduate requirements, and hence more closely related to works on specific topics, such as customary law (Bardhoshi, 2009), collectivization (Lelaj, 2011), urban studies (Hysa, 2011), or housing (Dalipaj, 2012).
nationalism. Up to the end-1960s, the cultural revolution of national communism rested firmly on archaeology and people’s culture studies to provide roots to the national-socialist state. Up to the collapse in 1989, the autarkic communism aggressively mobilized people’s culture studies in the notorious campaigns against anything that was labeled either conservative manifestation or liberal attitude towards state policies. Finally, in the last two sections, we consider the engineering process of instrumental folklorism and its methodological validation in the context of the national-communist project of cultural hegemony.

2. The folkloric glorification of one’s own people’s culture

Albanian studies have been animated from the start by the pretensions to a glorious antiquity and to a millennial cultural and territorial continuity of the Albanian people (Doja, 2015). Arguably, Albanian scholars have provided abundant empirical evidence of Albanian tradition and people’s culture in historical perspective, especially on material culture, social organization, or mythology and beliefs, with sometimes useful observations on social changes during socialism. Their researches are scattered in disparate publications or lost in the archives, as is the case with works on customary laws by Rrok Zojzi or on oral literature by Qemal Haxhihasani. Some works of the time have been republished in recent collections (Gjergji, 2001, 2002, 2006; Tirta, 1999, 2003, 2004, 2007; Ulqini, 2003; Shkurti, 2004; Muka, 2007; Uçi, 2007). Yet, they are often reproduced with little commentary, analysis or revision, and it is clear that they bear the mark of their time.

In Albania, as elsewhere in Eastern Europe, the field has been dominated by “national ethnography” as practiced by “native ethnographers” (Hofer, 1968), and is known as studies of traditional culture and folklore, or ethno-culture, folk culture, or better people’s culture, to comply both with socialist era terminology and with word formation in English (as in “people’s democracy”). The standard term in Albanian is the study of kultura popullore, which is often rendered in English as “studies of popular culture”, taken to mean the totality of ideas, perspectives, attitudes, images and other phenomena that are deemed to be preferred within the mainstream of Albanian culture. This translation is mistaken, if not abusive, and “people-science” is undoubtedly more accurate. The concerns of the field have corresponded with folklore studies if we take folklore at its primary meaning as “knowledge of the people” or the study of “the whole of the people’s traditions, customs and arts” (Eng. Folk-Lore; Germ. Volkskunde).

The institutional history of these labels is tortuous and becomes even more difficult when well-defined tracks for professional training are lacking. In Albania, as throughout Eastern Europe, the study of kultura popullore has included investigations of material culture, folk art objects, oral traditions, myths, beliefs, customs and the like. The shifting boundaries between several academic denominations, such as “folklore” focusing on oral traditions, “ethnography” dealing primarily with customs and artefacts of material culture and even “physical anthropology” dealing with racial traits, should be seen as a matter of distribution of tasks and secondary divisions within a common project of national history. The same applies not only to historiography dealing with ancient times, but also to archaeology dealing with remains of material culture, and to philology dealing with language relics.

Whatever the label, like native studies focused on the people’s culture of other East, Central, and Southeast European countries, including Greece (Herzfeld, 1982), this kind of studies were focused on the culture to which the researcher belonged and they celebrated a national model that is supposed to be deeply rooted in the past. Such studies are conducted nationwide and the village has always been the primary location of research, despite the tremendous impact of modernization and the rural exodus that depopulated the countryside in the second half of the twentieth century. Social and economic change only made it more urgent to study the peasant milieu, now seen as the depository of a “dying” way of folk life, customs and communities. Researchers focused primarily on the urgent collection of traditions “in danger of disappearing without leaving any trace” (Zojzi, 1959, 7), something which is repeatedly recycled even in more recent collections (e.g. Gjergji, 2001, 2006; Tirta, 2003). Their primary mission was to build up national culture by looking to the “folk” to document people’s culture among the peasants, in the conviction that old age, cultural isolation, geographic remoteness and unsullied preindustrial
settings are deemed to reveal the nation’s essential traits and the embodiment of *shpirti popullor i kombit*, the “people’s national soul”, that is, the original character of people’s culture and people’s spirit (*Volksgeist*).

Actually, not only their purpose is similar to, but their methodology is based above all on folkloric data collection in the manner of German *Volkskunde* (Doja, 2014a), to the extent that the field of folkloric people’s culture studies in Albania can be viewed as a re-working of the old German *Kulturhistorische* School (Doja, 2014b). They inevitably acquired both a political nationalist attitude and a methodological descriptivist and essentialist orientation. In all cases, this culturalist and historicist tradition has been institutionalized as “a deliberate, organized, conscious effort to construct a more satisfying culture” by what is known as a “revitalization movement” (Wallace, 1956, 265). In Albania, the role of these studies has been more precisely linked to Albanianism, the movement of national awakening or rebirth (*Rilindja kombetare*).

Like the tradition of German *Volkskunde*, the history of the folkloric tradition of people’s culture studies that developed in Albania (Doja, 2015) cannot be separated from the broader political and social context that generated widespread interest in the collection, description, conservation, and often exaltation of one’s own nation’s and people’s culture, all together with the scientific ideal of a nation-state building discipline. This became part of broader native studies that native scholars, emulating German terminology, prefer referring to as *Albanologie*, and which are especially linked to the search for national identity in Albania. This is not, however, a specific trait of Albanian studies (Cabanes, 2004) or even Southeast European studies (Naumovic, 1998). Much the same as the German *Volkskunde* (Doja, 2014a), these studies have been institutionalized in Albania, as elsewhere in Central and East European countries, at a time of national movement and state building. As is generally the case with native studies, the desire to stand out from neighboring countries and the aggressive promotion of claims to civilizational superiority and antiquity were, and still are, the characterizing features of these studies. In these situations, almost naturally, a science or a group of sciences have been institutionalized in Southeast Europe, including Albania, during periods when the need was felt for a project that could specify tasks of national importance. This would confirm that there really existed a nation, and that in its pretensions to independent statehood the nation had a continuity of territorial possession and a historical legality, or at least a cultural legitimacy. The historical inaccuracy of the pretensions is not acknowledged in these projects and it is ideologically stabilized by the idea of the homogenized nation-state. As elsewhere in Southeast and Central Europe, the influence exercised by these studies and the discourse on folklorist people’s culture and folk ways of life have contributed to the essentialization of the national character and have long encouraged official studies to interpret cultural difference in terms of hierarchy (Bausinger, 1993), thus providing arguments for nationalism and exclusivism.

Institutionally, Albanian studies of people’s culture had a complex history under socialism, which indicates their relevance for state policy. At the beginning of the socialist period, communist leaders were initially hostile to this seemingly petit-bourgeois discipline, with its curious obsession for the preindustrial peasantry who were the supposed repository of the unsullied essence of the nation. Before long, however, communist power holders concluded that such research was either harmless or useful in legitimizing their own program. Following the reorganization of the National Institute of Sciences in 1947, people’s culture studies were recognized in 1955 under the auspices of the Institute of History and Linguistics. In 1960, they became a body in their own right with the establishment of the Institute of Folklore. In 1979, this institute was transformed into the Institute of People’s Culture within the National Academy of Sciences that had been established in 1972. Since 2008, seeking to simulate an Institute of Cultural Anthropology, they moved out of the National Academy to be housed within a newly formed National Centre for *Albanological* Studies.

Within the limited changes and innovations that occurred in the socialist decades, Albanian scholars continued to deal with “the distinct cultural features of the people and their ethnic and national specificities” (Zojzi, 1959, 3), as they retrospectively extrapolated the past from the present and re-constructed backward all the historical processes of the people’s cultural development. However, to put it in Kenneth Feder’s terms, much of people’s culture studies in Albania, together with many other thinkers, writers, scholars and charlatans, “have attempted to cast the past in an image either they or the public desire or find comforting” (Feder, 2011). Often transformed into a passion for local or national cultures, people’s culture studies can exceed simple collecting, conservation and study approaches. They become a kind of cultural manipulation, *Fake-Lore* or *Folklorismus*, a term that could be used to refer to the voluntarist “invention of tradition” (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983). This attitude bears in itself important political and ideological implications for the framework of such studies, particularly likely to be entangled with nationalism and totalitarianism and which can hardly be considered to be a methodological or a disciplinary approach. Depending on countries, political regimes and ideologies, as the specific cultural practice of folklorism in the heyday of Nazi German *Volkskunde* showed clearly (Doja, 2014a, b), such a folklorist framework often becomes, deliberately and intentionally, the prey and fuel of political ideologies stemming from nationalistic claims or totalitarian regimes. A similar state-sponsored process, described elsewhere as instrumental “folklorism of cultural traditions” (Doja, 1998), was aimed at the indoctrination of a new mentality and the manipulation of an illusory social reality that glorified the new man and the triumph of real socialism in Albania.

In his reassessment, the first official Director of the Institute of People’s Culture stated in retrospect: “The salient feature that essentially characterized the evolvement of people’s culture is deeply contradictory ... The entire history of people’s culture studies is a contradictory process ... This contradictory character affected the assessment of people’s culture, both the national folkloric-ethnographic manifestations and the sciences dedicated to study them ...” (Uçur, 1997, 173). Actually, changes in state policy towards foreign political and ideological allies were followed by oddly ambivalent attitudes towards people’s culture studies, reflecting various periods of Yugoslav, Soviet or Chinese influences that can be clearly distinguished in the history of their development. Every time the communist regime considered nationalism as a useful ideological
instrument, the folklore of the past was vividly supported. When nationalism was considered a revisionist ideology, especially in the periods under the influence of utopian ideas of the internationalism of socialist life, people’s culture was downgraded as a “primitive anachronism” (*vjeteris ankonrikime*). In retrospect, the half a century of communist dictatorship in Albania, like the other communist revolutions in Eastern Europe (Osiatynski, 1991; Chriot, 1991), marked the gradual shift of people’s culture studies from a supercilious internationalism to a national socialism followed by an autarkic communism, which could somewhat explain the “missed transition” (Abazi, 2010, 2011) in the current crisis of post-communist studies.

### 3. Sovietization and de-Sovietization

In the immediate postwar years, throughout Eastern Europe, the euphoria of a partisan culture following the victorious imposition of communism introduced a series of new challenges, including reconstruction, decolonization, and the “friendship of the peoples”, all of which testing interwar definitions of nationalism and internationalism. In this context, a policy of supporting people’s culture in Albania turned to be inconsistent with the conception of nationalist forces relegated to collaborationists of fascism and with the kind of internationalism promoted at this time in the Soviet Union and in Yugoslavia, with which Albania was especially allied. The communist regime of Enver Hoxha displayed a watchful internationalism, considering cultural heritage as a manifestation of nationalism, even though this attitude must have been accompanied by giving up any claim to Kosovo that was returned to Yugoslavia after the War.

At this time, Albanian cultural production was bound to follow the method of socialist realism, officially established at the Third Conference of the League of Writers and Artists in October 1949. In this context, the meaning of people’s culture also started to be dismantled and in its place another code of meaning was created and put to work, subject to the new cultural pragmatics of real socialism. This process induced a type of discourses, activities and knowledge productions on people’s culture, which increasingly turned into a new way of thinking and a new array of devices to explain and interpret the whole cultural system and social life. The appearance and the mechanism of a different cultural semiotics, based on a new cultural code paralleling the pragmatics of Albanian language and literature (Vehbiu, 2009; Yzeiri, 2013), served to signify the new framework of notions and concepts of the communist era.

In the 1950s, after the break with Yugoslavia in 1948, Albania was more strongly affected by Soviet infiltration. The Party leadership and the totalitarian state simulated Soviet experience and applied dogmatically the Stalinist characteristics of Soviet development. In this context, the folkloric (*Volkskunde*) tradition of people’s culture studies had another tradition, seemingly quite different, grafted on to it. Under the label of *etnografi*, like *Ethnographie* in East Germany (Doja, 2014a), people’s culture studies in Albania emulated the methodology and terminology of Soviet *etnografiya* and ethos theory. As in other East European countries (Valandinova, 2004; Hann et al., 2005), they followed the logic of the latter’s development and separation from *folkloristika*, which is examined in more detail elsewhere (Doja, 2015). In brief, such studies tended to privilege and celebrate the material framework of people’s life, which corresponded to the axiom of the determinant character of the material world and labor value in Marxist social theory.

The material culture of traditional rituals and customs was separated from inward culture (*kultura shpirtërore*), which was in turn separated from the study of verbal and musical arts, as distinct sub-fields of people’s culture studies. The category of “people” in people’s culture (*kultura populllore*) slipped easily from connotations of traditional and archaic into the political equation of people with nation (*kultura populllore-kombëtare*). Culture was conceived as a core characteristic of a deliberately ethnicized concept of folk (*etnikkultura*), paralleling the concept of “ethnos” in Soviet *etnografiya* (Bromley and Kozlov, 1989). These conceptualizations were increasingly associated with an additional socio-class understanding of the “people” in contemporary socialist society. This process led to a specific concept of a common people’s culture that ought to be shared by the “people” as a working class. This radical conceptualization actually paralleled the elaboration of the concept of “people” (*Volk*) in East German *Volkskunde* where a specific and exclusive socio-class category of “demos” was distinguished from the more general ethn-cultural category of “ethnos” of the Soviet *etnografiya* (Noack and Krause, 2005, 42).

Surely, as shown elsewhere in more detail, a homology between German *Volkskunde* and Soviet *etnografiya* can be posited on the ground of their particular political and geopolitical frameworks (Doja, 2014a). However, the recognition and accen-tuation of people’s culture as the socialist culture of “working people” (*populli punonjies*), namely the oppressed people, who according to Marxist ideology are uncompromisingly opposed to exploitative classes, was an important consequence of Leninist theory of two exclusively differentiated national cultures in class societies. In its dogmatic interpretation in Albania, class struggle was a positive factor, which also meant that the disruption of the unity and homogeneity of people’s culture at the national level was recommended for the people and for the nation. Insofar as the people and the nation were thought to be only the previously exploited and oppressed, everything else was excluded from people’s culture, especially whatever could show or include the cultural forms and practices of any other societal group. Culture was still divided into material versus inward, but emphasis was placed on the degree to which culture was appropriated by the individual as a member of the working people.

From the start the *Party Way* journal proceeded with direct and concrete instructions to implement the class struggle of the working people, by targeting especially the political education of the youth (*Rruga e Partisë*, 1955/11, 36–47). Hoxha constantly urged party workers to flesh out the class struggle project of the working people with the ongoing struggle against the “old vestiges” (*mbeturina të vjetra*) of the past and against any element that displayed signs of the alien ideology of bourgeois morality, which meant the “old-fashioned people” (*njërez të vjetër*) who are the enemy of the people and socialism, above all the religious, the intellectual, the former landowner, and their family circles (*Rruga e Partisë*, 1955/11, 43). On behalf
of this principle, some of the brutal campaigns were launched to disintegrate and destroy the so-called reactionary and alien cultural influence of the Catholic Church and Highlander chiefs in the North, the so-called old and alien culture of former landowners in some of the predominantly Muslim areas like Delvina in the South, and the so-called bourgeois and alien culture of Western-educated intellectuals and professionals in both Muslim and Christian circles, North and South alike, simply because they were judged to be irreconcilable with communist morality and with socialist culture.

During this period, the task of people’s culture studies was to investigate the material and inward culture of Albanian people, as in East Germany and other East and Southeast European countries (Hann et al., 2005; Mihailescu et al., 2008; Boskovic and Hann, 2013), from a broader perspective of studying socialist transformations and new ways of life in contemporary socialist society leading to a socialist nation-state. Definitely, they were urged to apply the Stalinist concept of building a new people’s culture to be “national in form and socialist in content” (Zojzi, 1959, 9).

For a long time Stalin’s notorious formulation of culture in socialism was repeated as an absolute truth, even though this was in itself nonsense because the plurinational composition of the Soviet Union was not applicable to a small and ethnically homogenous country like Albania. As a result, people’s culture studies in Albania isolated themselves from the experience of other academic traditions. In their rush to adopt Soviet descriptivist models, they even disregarded the national character of one’s own culture. In particular, the so-called houses of culture, with the creation of amateur ensembles of folk dance and music, were turned into centers for the kind of folklorism of people’s culture that undermined important cultural features, by using and misusing folklore for the instrumental political purposes of the days.

The pivotal tense moments of the Soviet Twentieth Party Congress and the crash of the Hungarian uprising in 1956 showed that the de-Stalinization process in the Soviet bloc ironically helped to create many new Stalinist characteristics (Jones, 2006). From the onset, after breaking with the Soviet Union at the beginning of 1960s, the de-Sovietization period in Albania became associated with the cultural realm (Mehilli, 2011), which could tolerate no peaceful coexistence. Even though Khrushchev’s revisionism increasingly served as the implied target for Hoxha’s criticism, the real victim was the general population within Albania (Blumi, 1999). However, Tirana Party Conference in 1956 showed that the rhetoric of conflict was not targeted against disgruntled former landowners, hostile highlander chiefs, and the meager Western-educated professional circle of the interwar period. Rather, Hoxha and his main men launched a wide-ranging witch-hunt to crush the new overwhelmingly Soviet-trained professional class that permeated Albanian state. The primary task was to redefine a new culture despite the enormous human capital invested into indoctrinating a generation to associate Soviet Socialism as a cultural model for Albanian society.

In this context, people’s culture scholars in Albania found themselves in a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, they still relied on Soviet experience and methodology and they defended the old principles of Soviet etnografiya, all together with the Stalinist dogmas of the people’s culture “national in form and socialist in content”. At the same time, they condemned any achievement and innovation in their constant claims at contributing to the ideological campaign of a total war against Soviet revisionism. This situation, as a matter of fact, created an even greater isolation from any other academic tradition, which reinforced a more dogmatic attitude towards the Soviet experience itself.

Not surprisingly, at this time the so-called etnografi studies were even “understood to have been born with people’s culture and traditions … to protect the people during difficult historical periods” (Hysa, 2013, 137). Obviously, in this understanding, they could be more easily instrumentalized towards cultural regimentation and systematic distortion of history, which enforced isolationist ideology and ethnocentric attitudes. They nevertheless posed a serious obstacle to the creation of a desired socialist culture. It was not clear whether the force of tradition could be resisted along with the other so-called foreign reactionary and nihilistic influences that threatened the establishment of socialism or they must be fully taken at a new task in securing the revolutionary transformations into socialist society against any influences from the so-called alien and exploitative manifestations of learned culture (Zojzi, 1959). In the next years, following internal purges and public displays of redefined ideological orthodoxy, people’s culture studies were mobilized in remarkable ways. They were used to support the masses in mounting another brutal campaign that culminated with the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s.

4. Further revolutionization and mass studies

In the 1960s, after breaking with the Soviet Union and allying itself with China, an Albanian variant of the Chinese Cultural Revolution took place to mobilize people’s culture knowledge as a way to service the evolving ideological claims of the communist regime. The new policy, first enunciated by Enver Hoxha in his Report to the Fifth Party Congress in November 1966 (further referred to as: Selected Works, IV, 114–208), instated a series of major campaigns of Stalinist purges that came to be known for their “further revolutionization” (revolucionarizimi mëtejshëm) of the whole socialist ways of life in Albania. In a notorious speech of February 1967, Hoxha called for an intensified cultural struggle against religious beliefs and the complete destruction of organized religion (Selected Works, IV, 209–251), assigning to the youth movement the antireligious mission of “creating the first atheist nation-state in the world”, which was finally sanctioned by the new Constitution in 1976. Another speech of June 1967 inaugurated a movement for the emancipation of women aimed at the family revolutionization and liberation from the remnants of the conservative and patriarchal mentality of bourgeois ideology (Selected Works, 1967–1973. (In future referred to as: Speeches)).
Party workers, communist intellectuals and faithful scholars have continuously tried to rationalize the policy, or exhort the youth. The obvious effort was to root out some of the old prevailing customs and traditions, paralleling Mao’s slogan that sums up the excesses of Cultural Revolution, “smash the four olds” (破四旧), which in 1966 exhorted the youth to destroy anything regarded as “old”, loosely defined old ideas, customs, culture, and habits.

More than anything else the “further revolutionization” campaigns firmly mobilized people’s culture studies in the struggle against “backward customs” (zakone prapanike) that were deemed to be related to either religious beliefs or customary behaviors. Hoxha tactfully pointed to some “troubles” with the Party in the North and with people’s culture scholars explicitly. He recommended the full assessment of Gjèçov’s work on customary law to help scholars to make a good diagnosis of the existing state of social relations in the North, in order to see their radical transformation, their evolution, and to strengthen our ideological, organizational and propaganda work (Selected Works, IV,272). This research recommendation turned to be important not only for the North, but also for Central and South Albania where due to a more advanced development there was not a concentrated expression of custom. “These parts of our country, Hoxha warned, were not free from some unwritten laws which are nothing else but the customs we are talking about, which were governing and directing the life of the people, families, kinship groups, etc., in a barbarous way in these parts of the country as well” (Speeches, I,143).

He urged unequivocally that from people’s culture and folklore “we should preserve what is good, what is of the people, what expresses the pure sentiment of the people and we should discard that part, in form or in substance, into which has penetrated the ideology and inspiration of the ruling classes, of the lumpen petty bourgeoisie” (Speeches, I,290–291).

In this process, not only creative writing stopped to be viewed as a personal product of talent (Yzeiri, 2013), but also people’s culture came increasingly to be regarded as the superstructural product of the inspiration of the communist era. In a way, after they took power, the communists acted as new apostles to provide a revised collective memory, with which they started to build a new culture. To this aim the communists used another code of their own, based on a kind of descriptive discourse on our people building our culture, which became prescriptive and exclusive. Not coincidentally, party ideologues contributing to the Party Way journal already stressed that people’s culture understood as artistic activities and groups of folk songs and dances was a very narrow concept of people’s culture. Intended as a much broader concept, people’s culture ought to include all areas of people’s material and inward activity, relating to politics, ideology, morality, lifestyle, ethics, and above all to work and production (Rruga e Partisë, 1967/3, 33).

In February 1969, the Party Central Committee’s Institute of Marxist-Leninist Studies organized an influential conference on “some issues of social studies”. In her keynote report, Hoxha’s wife and Director of the Institute claimed unambiguously from the start that social sciences are extremely important for the communist education of mass workers. She called for an explicit instrumentalization of social studies, urging practitioners to show their positive effects on the propaganda and education strategy at the party service. Among other things, she stressed the necessity to reassess “the data on people’s customs and lifeways collected by foreign travelers a century ago in different areas, and after submitting them to a Marxist-Leninist analysis, we can use them for comparisons with today’s transformations in our country” (Rruga e Partisë, 1969/3, 62).

In his address to the conference, the Director of the Institute of History and Linguistics (where people’s culture studies were based at that time) assigned more explicitly this urgent task to people’s culture scholars. He urged that customary vestiges, in any various forms together with any other backward customs, futile beliefs or religious prejudices must be seriously investigated in every area, in every village and in every individual to disclose their supposed deep roots. People’s culture scholars should better reassess the ways in which these vestiges may persist in people’s life and may hold back the development of socioeconomic, cultural and ideological revolution both in the North and in the South. Such a research is clearly linked to the ideological struggle for the triumph of new principles, aimed at strengthening party propaganda by highlighting the real facts of socialist transformations in the whole Albanian areas throughout, North and South alike (Kostallari, 1969, 120). In practical terms, data from the systematic investigation of old traditions and backward customs were “used by party committees and organizations to improve the value and impact of ideological and organizational work of the party”. Simply, “they provided a more solid basis to improve analyses and syntheses in the ideological party work with the people and “they definitely helped party workers to better know the people and more easily convey the party line to them” (Kostallari, 1969, 128). In this way, custom and tradition are not merely an object of study; they rather become a means to the ends of communist policy.

In this context, if the people was the subject producer of culture, the research process also required an activation of the so-called “mass studies” (studime nga masat) under the leadership of local party committees and state bodies. In the first place, “this task must be taken as a continuous collective action of teachers, agronomists, veterinarians, physicians, midwives and even villagers, farmers and stockbreeders in every district and every locality” (Kostallari, 1969, 129). Remarkably, the handful research staff in Albania at this time relied on a considerable number of local assistants who provided almost exclusively the institutional archives with data from the field. Under the leadership of party workers and officials, they came predominantly from the mass of workers who were set to the task of carrying out social investigations. As Hoxha himself have clearly indicated, all must be involved in the so-called social studies: this “complicated job calls for convincing propaganda, a thoroughly scientific propaganda” (Speeches, II,224). In this way, a close relationship was established among the party apparatus, the research apparatus and the state apparatus, including the notorious Security services (Sigurimi) in charge of
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keeping the party constantly informed (Nikolla, 2011, 106–107). The Director in charge of Marxist-Leninist methodology urged for the downright completion of data collection and fact-finding with “the key reports and any records found in the files of the party apparatus, the state apparatus and the mass organizations” (Rruga e Partisë, 1969/3, 61).

In his speech, the Director in charge of people’s culture studies declared forcefully that more than anything else customary laws were a synonym of “ideological illness and cultural backwardness coming from the past, from which society could only recover with the strength of Marxist-Leninist ideology” (Kostallari, 1969, 131). Similarly, another speech to the same conference by soon-to-be the most influential Director of the Institute of People's Culture Studies provided full Marxist-Leninist theoretical and methodological rationalizations to lead the emancipation of women and the transformation of family relations (Uçi, 1969). In the aftermath, people’s culture studies were directed to systematically assist in bringing Marxist-Leninist ideology into practice by instrumentally engineering, rather than analytically studying, the folklorism of people’s culture.

By the late 1960s, the intensification of class struggle against reactionary and antiquated customs, religious prejudices and old ways of living granted new tasks to Albanian people’s culture studies. In a review article, two leading people’s culture scholars “urged to discover the historical roots and fight the reactionary philosophical foundations of corrupt customs that were holding back the development of society”. There is no doubt that they and their colleagues “consciously focused their efforts on replacing them with new customs”, thus “directly contributing to the solution of the major duties set forth by the Party toward the further development and intensification of the ideological and cultural revolution in the country” (Dojaka and Gjergji, 1969 [1972, 12]).

In this way, people’s culture studies could reflect only one reality, “the objective process of development of society towards communism”, because dialectical-materialist generalizations could be only made by indicating the right way to revolutionary practice. This was the only way for them, the Director in charge of Marxist-Leninist methodology claimed, to provide a profound scientific analysis that uncovers the contradictions and their causal origins, explains tendencies of development along the struggle of the new against the old, and shows the measures that should be taken to eradicate the old and open the way to socialist innovation (Rruga e Partisë, 1969/3, 63). In other words, some cultural cleansing was needed to build a new people’s culture.

5. Building a new people’s culture

Precisely at a time when the “Chinese” period in Albania was going to its end, the Albanian variant of cultural and ideological revolution reached its political high-water mark. In the 1970s, a new phase of “permanent revolution” ultimately launched even a more severe class struggle against religious beliefs and backward customs. A large part of this struggle was taken by condemnations of attitudes towards people’s culture, which came under disciplining in the course of the new ongoing doctrine, according to which the “people” ought to belong to a unique and irreplaceable nation-state that built the real socialism. In his address to the Party Plenum in June 1973, aimed to intensify the ideological struggle against the influx of “alien and conservative manifestations” and against the so-called “liberal attitudes” taken toward them (Selected Works, IV.812–849), Hoxha went on to charge on the misrepresentations of archaism and folklorism. He denounced the “openly scornful stand towards folklore and its great artistic and social values”, which was deemed to be the cause and to serve as an argument to justify “departures from the sound national background” in professional art and literature (Selected Works, IV.825). In short, the principle of class struggle aimed at the identification of both “liberal” and “conservative” aspects of people’s culture. A new substance of cultural and educational activities, new ways and means of realization of the new culture were encouraged to penetrate more in people’s ways of life, both in family and individual lives, both in Northern and in Southern areas (Rruga e Partisë, 1968/7, 19–25). In this way, further elaboration and transformation of people’s culture was subjected to the principle that people’s life is overall a socialist culture and that every aspect of social life should be used toward people’s cultural, ideological and political education (Rruga e Partisë, 1973/4, 7).

The socialist revolutionization experiment is best mirrored in the painstaking concept of building and refashioning what had often been referred to as a revolutionary communist New Man, paralleling the formation of Soviet Man (Heller, 1988), and imagined to be a prototype of the new “people” and an alternative to both Western decadent and Eastern revisionist subjectivity. The new man arose as a moral model, very soon turned into an instrument of war and persecution against all those regarded as “old” and not complying with the norms of communist morality advocated as “new” (Nikolla, 2011). The revolutionary communist education of the working people was for Hoxha a process of the “active, merciless and principled class struggle against all the stains and influences of alien ideologies, whether feudal, patriarchal, bourgeois, petty-bourgeois, or revisionist” (Speeches, II.90). This destructive vision of communist morality transformed the new people’s culture into a direct ideological claim and war instrument to “smash the reactionary influences of the foreign bourgeois-revisionist culture and the conservative, clerical and patriarchal elements of the old petty-bourgeois culture” (Rruga e Partisë, 1972/8, 37–39). The further development and improvement of mass cultural work was closely linked to the elaboration of a broader concept of people’s culture, enlarged to all the many aspects of social activity and the whole range of socialist ways of life (Rruga e
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8 Oddly enough, the same statement is reproduced almost verbatim in recent collection (Gjergji, 2001, 15), while nearly identical statements continue to be reproduced in other compilations (Tirta, 2003).
People’s life and people’s culture under tight party control in the years to come. A programmatic paper presented to the National Conference of Ethnographic Studies in 1976, which can be considered to have laid down the main principles of the transformation of the Institute of Folklore, and perhaps facilitated the appointment of the first official director to the reformed Institute of People’s Culture in 1979, was especially intended to record the effects of time and the changes occurring in social conditions and ways of life under socialism (Uçi, 1976). As he stated, “a typical and very interesting renovation of folklore” was the modification of its functions, assumed to be “a critical appropriation of people’s cultural heritage motivated by socialist ideology”. Although the people did not entirely lose their inward life, the religious, magical or ceremonial functions of people’s culture were assumed to have “atrophied”, but “increasingly activated in the people’s inward life with artistic-aesthetic functions” (Uçi, 1976, 79–80).

Eventually, an additional dimension was gained for the concept of nation’s and people’s culture. It was increasingly associated with socialist culture and the socialist ways of life, and therefore revalued as a national pride and patriotism for the state socialism. In his address to the National Conference of Ethnographic Studies in 1976, the President of the National Academy of Sciences described how people’s culture studies had to balance both nationalist and communist ideologies. To this aim, researchers had to “engage in the major processes of revolutionary cultural transformations” and “contribute to the socialist emancipation of Albanian society” by “capturing those essential aspects (of class struggle) that assign the place and role of people’s culture in the creation of the new socialist culture” (Buda, 1977, 33–34). In other words, researchers should not merely collect traditions of people’s culture. They must both study and transform the collection of survivals of old ways in order to construct the full hegemony of a new morality.

The application of this ideological program was multi-faceted. In order to unearth patterns of human creativity in rural life, these studies emerged out of the application of individual specializations of high culture to a detailed knowledge of people’s culture. Although the importance of material culture was emphasized, people’s culture was primarily defined in terms of orally transmitted memories and traditions, which excluded other forms directly shaped by the higher literate character of learned culture. Definitely, people’s culture studies were interested in folk art and crafts, festivals and holidays, folk song and dance, as these were assumed to reveal the distinctiveness of the villagers, their creative skills, their aesthetic sense, and other values that learned culture had allegedly ignored or separated from the culture of working people.

Simply put, a new position was tried for the culture of rural society in the spectrum of cultural values. The performance of folklorized activities by the rural people was proclaimed to be an assertion of “their new personality as members of the socialist community, promoting the new aesthetic ideals and the new worldview and psychology, and embodying the transformations in the ways of life and the new higher artistic preferences” (Uçi, 1976, 87–88). The people of rural society were by now supposed to have been “enlightened” and to have long abandoned their archaic way of life. After “the communist principles were their guides”, they ought to be deeply conscious of the ongoing and overall transformation of the socialist society. Even the further revolutionization and mass production of culture was taken over by workers and peasants who were claimed to become both object and subject, both consumers and producers of socialist culture (Rruga e Partisë, 1972/8, 36–45).

After the Party and Hoxha himself basically monopolized the formulation of ideology and methodology, social research became fully dominated by indoctrinated propaganda. In this context, folk costumes, songs and dances were promoted and folklore cultivated in Albania not simply to give people a sense of their creative and authentic past, to only construct a highly specific cultural identity and hand it down to later generations. Likewise, Albanian studies were not intended to provide accurate knowledge about people’s culture, language and history. Above all they serviced the ideological purposes of the construction of real socialism and supported the shifting state policies of the communist regime.

In the aftermath of the 7th Party Congress in November 1976, when Hoxha regime instated a tough period of total isolation in Albania (Selected Works, V.1–137), efforts within people’s culture studies shifted to foster a sense of ethnic compactness, authenticity and superiority against the identity of neighboring Slavic and Greek cultures in a way that at the same time allowed them to argue that Slavic and Greek neighbors were exercising hostile influences from which our peasants and workers could be inwardly corrupted. People’s culture was praised for its integrative function to maintain and transmit local and national traditions (Uçi, 1984), while the higher arts of learned culture were considered dangerous because they could build bridges of communication with the alien culture of other peoples.

In this context, the Albanian variant of the permanent cultural and ideological revolution promoted a nearly hysterical struggle both in defense of the national character of the socialist people’s culture and against the enactment of tradition as an integral part of village life, thus isolating it even further from other cultures. Clearly, the reformation campaign of people’s culture studies was used to pave the way for arbitrary intervention and bureaucratic administration in order to maintain people’s life and people’s culture under tight party control in the years to come.
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9 To his merit and to the best of our knowledge, Alfred Uçi is the first and by now almost the only scholar of the old generation to assess critically and reflectively the evolution of the discipline during socialist period in Albania (Uçi, 1997), even though he skillfully slipped away from fully acknowledging his own responsibility for many of the developments that are the target of criticism.
6. Engineering folklorism

During socialism in Albania, the Illyrian obsessions of native archaeology, the obsession of native Albanian studies as a whole with the problem of ethnogenesis, and the obsession of people's culture studies with the problem of authenticity, were brought together with the obsession of socialist studies to provide evidence and legitimate the so-called authentic way of building socialism and communism. This lead people's culture studies to adopt a practical thinking borrowed from the ideological dogmatism of empiricist materialism (Abazi, 2010, 2011), which encouraged descriptive and folklorism.

The establishment of a totalitarian regime, the forced collectivization of village economy, the impoverishment of rural peasants, the bureaucratization of social life, the repressive measures against anything that could not correspond to party ideology, the further revolutionization that escalated the so-called permanent cultural and ideological revolution, all resulted in narrowing the scope of people's culture in social life, levelling out the diversity of living conditions and the content of human existence. Albanian farmers, for instance, had been dispossessed and were either “proletarianized” by their entry into agricultural cooperatives, or “urbanized” by their migration into the newly mushroomed socialist cities, or “systematized” by other means of centralized measures. Nevertheless, the image of a thriving virgin and socialist people's culture, rooted in a pre-socialist and non-capitalist tradition, was propagated by the state ideology and cultivated and administered by the practitioners of people's culture studies.

It seems that the notorious disinterest of these scholars in theory must have influenced their conduct in the field, leading them to reconstruct data about archaic forms and ways of life wherever such data were lacking. Many of these scholars had adopted a very unethical behavior, adjusting their purported findings to the official dogma of communist ideology and propaganda. Much of people's culture studies were for a long time in charge of the state of today affairs (çëshije të ditës) and the so-called socialist changes in ways of life. In this task, many scholars often indulged in ethnographically validating the dispossession and proletarianization of Albanian farmers, their urbanization and systematization. Among other things, scholarly narratives on customary laws and other traditions of people's culture were manipulated to justify the formulation of state policies and the adoption of certain political solutions leading in many cases to cultural, social, and economic disasters. Yet, with the generalized isolationist and autarkic paranoia in many realms of social life, many ethnographic accounts and other studious rationalizations justified the disastrous collectivization of land and livestock (Haxhiu, 1963; Gjergji, 1963, 1965, 1968, 1973; Shkurti, 1976; Qarri, 1976; Luari, 1977). Obviously, these were presented in light of socialist economic developments and the so-called great transformations from traditions to modernizations in the people's ways of life, including the necessary leveling out of differences between urban and rural areas, between highland and lowland areas, between northern and southern areas (Gjergji, 1963, 1965, 1968, 1973, 1979; 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987; Tirta, 1982, 1985, 1986, 1987). Their main rationale was to be in accordance with the principles of a socialist society and the requirement of party leadership.

People's culture scholars made every effort to reconfigure customary practices that were ideologically at odds with socialism, while official impressions of Albanian culture were heavily mediated by the domesticated paraphernalia and often romanticized depictions of village life that were safely housed in the national museums and propagated in official publications and cultural activism. Folklore festivals, more than anything else, were straightforward celebrations of the socialist ways of life and the national pride of real socialism. They promoted the production and performance of theatrical cultural practices, which were to be applied throughout the nation to the detriment of local variation. Even when regional differences were showcased in the annual National Folklore Festival, arts and customs were wholesomely detached from any supposed “backward” practices. So, the traditional lover in old urban settings, deemed to be influenced from backward Ottoman or Oriental culture, was substituted with the new man and working youth in national factories or cooperatives where true socialist love could only be born. In this way, folk songs, dance and costume were separated from the people's rituals and festivals in order to service the new party rituals. They were activated in party celebrations, in historical anniversaries, during visits of the party leaders, in meetings with podiums and presidiums.

The increase of theatrical cultural practices and higher artistic simulations brought to the fore the problem of people's culture change. It had to be articulated with the so-called socialist cultural revolution (Xholi, 1977; Uçi, 1976), in what came to be known as the new folklore movement (Uçi, 1980). The new folklore movement was propagated as a sign of “accelerated revolutionizing progress”, as the “people's break from the backward past and the primitive ways of living and thinking”, as a step that “connected and included the people to the mainstream of contemporary progress and civilization” (Uçi, 1976). To justify the policy of continuity in folkloric tradition, socialist culture was thought as an inherited essential part of people's life and activities, which ought to explain why “men and women joined their strong, resonant voices together to develop a vibrant people's art” in accordance with party ideology and socialist achievements.

In this process, practitioners of people's culture studies were brought to task to provide pseudo-scientific rationalizations of this vision (Sako, 1975; Uçi, 1981; Xhagolli, 1988). To match Party directives, they outlined the criteria for organizing folklore festivals and reproducing traditional costumes (Zojzi, 1975; Dojaka, 1975; Gjergji, 1975, 1977), they supervised the innovative trends in folk dance and music (Bogdani, 1977; Kruta, 1977), they evaluated the social and cultural status of performers and actors (Shituni, 1988), and they produced descriptions of these performances that were all aimed to track the so-called expansion of new folklore (Panajoti and Kruta, 1986; Shituni, 1989; Uçi, 1989).

In many ways, people's culture was instrumentally manipulated to be tightly bound to the rampant cult of Enver Hoxha. The National Folklore Festival was held at the birthplace and on the birthday anniversaries of Enver Hoxha, hailed as the people's supreme leader. Together with the Party, he became the central figure of the so-called new folklore as a whole.
Practitioners of folklore studies unabatedly tried to substantiate the claim (Fico, 1979). They also produced a series of data collections from the National Folklore Festivals, which focused explicitly on Enver Hoxha and the ruling Party (Xhagolli, 1983; Shituni et al., 1986). The activism of people’s culture took the dimensions of a collective hysteria especially at his death. A two-volume set of folkloric texts was immediately compiled and published in the prestigious Albanian culture heritage series of the National Academy of Sciences (Uçi et al., 1985), followed by another volume of folkloric songs with musical partitions (Kruta et al., 1986). In this way, people’s life was deemed to be totally transformed into an altered conscience, instrumentalized by party ideology, to legitimize the communist regime by singing hymns to Party leaders.

The absolute priority given to the principle of class analysis made it possible for the so-called new folklore or folklore of the working class to be artificially promoted as an integral part of both people’s culture and higher artistic culture, which ought to represent the ideals, the principles and the models of the higher arts of socialist realism (Uçi, 1982). In this way, as showed in more detail elsewhere (Doja, 1998), people’s culture studies were in charge of validating the officially enforced pseudo-values, ideals and worldviews that were artificially fabricated under the pressure of party ideology, but supposed to represent the positive changes in people’s lifestyles, all together with the social, economic and political changes, and the achievements of the so-called cultural and ideological development of permanent revolution in Albania.

7. The national-communist project of cultural hegemony

The authoritarian ideology in service of the political class in power seems to hide behind the discourse on the so-called authenticity and new folklore movement that flourished in the official people’s culture studies during socialism in Albania. The reference to traditional values, often ignored or deliberately misrepresented and manipulated by those in positions of authority, was most frequently the opportunity of an absolute exercise of power. What passed for local authenticity was generally reduced to a show of national costume, displays of certain external folkloric traits, the maintenance of dance troupes or the organization of folklore festivals intended to celebrate the rule of politicians in power and their deeds. In a more concrete way, these attitudes indicated elite distrust, and even their contempt, for all forms of cultural creativity produced at the level of basic social units, which escaped their direct control.

The instrumental folklorism was usually guided by the intentions and goals of Party elites. Their policies were mainly based either on ideological and political premises or on sheer hegemonic or economic interests, and often on a combination of all of them. As a result, people’s culture studies seemed to thrive in those years in Albania. They were upgraded, respected, and deemed important for the nation-state, like Volkskunde was in Nazi Germany (Roth, 1998). New research positions were created, the institute and the archives of people’s culture were reorganized, ethnographic museums and folklore festivals were established, permanent exhibitions were travelling around the world, vast research projects were funded, and numerous studies were published which reached larger than ever audiences. As an immediate result, people’s culture studies were distorted as to reduce “people” to a working class and they were urged to exclusively study these people’s culture in their contemporary socialist society. Not surprisingly, they have largely, and at times almost completely, surrendered their academic ethos and integrity, their theories and methodology, their institutions and most of their representatives to the propagandistic machine of authoritarian policies of a totalitarian state.

Like in other former communist-ruled countries, the manipulation of the past and the present was the responsibility of politicians and official writers, historians, philosophers, economists, and social and cultural scientists (Tarifa, 1996), including archaeologists, ethnologists and the practitioners of the prevailing people’s culture studies, especially in their fixation on a peasant and working people’s culture. Generally, in whatever field none of them remained unaware of the connection their work had with the political interests of the communist regime. However, like their fellows in other former socialist countries (Shanks and Tilley, 1992), many may now wish to deny it and maintain ideas of academic neutrality or blame their own setbacks on the ideological influence of the Albanian dictatorship and censorship (e.g. Tirta, 2003, 87; Xhagolli, 1997). They may even tell their students and younger colleagues, who often accept naively or by a sort of blunt corporatism, that the style of their descriptive works on material culture was just empirical, technical, or simply scientific, at least based on fieldwork data. This may allow them, to their own satisfaction, claim having resisted the formal political and ideological discourse or the theoretical analyses drawn from historical materialism.

Surely, it is unrealistic to think that simply one cannot or should not allow oneself to be part of the political landscape. It is also inappropriate to tell what social scientists should or should not do. The problem is more serious. Quite often Albanian scholars have been seeking the support of politics and state administration to secure a comfortable academic position. Not only was this the case for scholars holding high-ranking academic offices and affiliated with the communist party, namely almost all directors of research institutes at any time during the communist regime (a situation that continues to be so), but also for well-respected scholars, in high esteem for their German education and seemingly not involved in politics, such as, E. Abazi and Eqrem Çabej.

The nation-state model and teleological view of Albanian official historiography, obsessed as it were both with Illyrian heritage and with socialist transformations, developed in communist Albania after 1945 thanks to Genosse Aleks, the venerable President of the National Academy of Sciences “and his Party” (Schmitt, 2005). Likewise, the dead-end in the official development of historical philology and Albanian studies as a whole, stuck as they are in the nineteenth century, owes much to another emblematic figure. Although Eqrem Çabej had been actively promoted by Monarchic Albanian, Fascist Italian and Nazi German regimes alike, and even offered a ministerial position in the government of German-occupied Albania (Martucci and Genesin, 2012), he was able to become the unchallenged paradigmatic scholar during the communist era, in spite of the
The communist regime reputedly so much intransigent towards Western-educated intellectuals of old and occupying regimes. That being the case, it is not surprising why he chose to undermine the modern interest in theoretical linguistics of his colleagues. As a result, theoretical insights such as contrastive analysis and communicative intellelection worked out by Selman Riza or Osman Myderrizi “have remained sideways” within Albanian studies. By contrast, Çabej moved backward to the descriptivist and historicist regularities of diachronic sound changes (Lautgesetze) advocated by the old German school of Junggrammatikers. The historicism of this methodological choice reduced the object of linguistic investigation to the descriptivist empiricism of surface phenomena, such as the essentialist description of the historical change of Albanian language, but also proved to be essential to compromise Albanian studies as a whole, in order to comply with party ideology that aimed at the essentialization of Albanian ethnogenesis.

Some scholars might have made even successful personal contributions toward the professional destruction or physical elimination of their colleagues, by denouncing them, by recommending that they lose their jobs, and so forth, as it has been the case in almost any other aspect of public life during the purges of further revolutionizing campaigns in Albania. Actually, quite a number of decent scholars suffered serious setbacks in their careers due to denunciation to the political police (Sigurimi) or because of political pressures from the Party (for example, Osman Myderrizi in the field of Oriental studies or Qemal Hazhihasani in the field of oral epic poetry). Many of their research results were internally censored before being academically accepted, let alone published, if publication was granted at all.

Clearly, the dominant development of people’s culture studies in Albania, like the Albanian studies as a whole, was the ideological distortion at the service of the communist regime. They were characterized by a political situation in which both the scholars and their research subjects defined, articulated, constrained and shared with each other the same existential condition (Lelaj, 2011, 220–221). The finality of their interaction, whether intentional or not, was to create a continuous basis of legitimation to building state socialism and strengthening dictatorial regime in Albania. Surely, propaganda in some academic works was merely fulfillment of a rhetorical minimum obligation. Yet, some of it came out of intention and conviction, and some was opportunistic flirtation with what seemed to be the fashion of the day. Many scholars were not as much concerned with the reception of their work in academic circles or in the larger public as they were concerned about the opinion and the support of certain party leaders. Most of the leading academics produced very little other than explicit propaganda for the communist regime and elaborated its ideology by using and abusing their academic and professional authority. Ideological and political servility among scholars was enforced in many cases, transforming them into totalized subjects with virtually no scientific courage. Definitely, some carried outright research for communist purposes in ways that they would benefit from the communist revolutionizing machine or contribute to it.

The instrumental activism of the practitioners of people’s culture scholars was expected to contribute to an extremely important process of aesthetic and cultural cleansing in the struggle against the reactionary vestiges of the past and the alien manifestations of foreign influence. In this culturalist project of political folklorism, the exclusionist socio-class understanding of the “people” may be considered to have paralleled more specifically ethno-religious and ethno-racial categories of the “people” that in addition to Soviet Stalinism, as shown in more detail elsewhere (Doja, 2014b), were specifically used in support of such chauvinistically and ideologically charged projects as Italian fascism, German Nazism and Serbian genocidal nationalism.

Because folkloric studies of people’s culture are notoriously not interested in the social analysis of power, practice and process, they tend to isolate their subjects in cultural quarantine. On the pretext of efficiency or, more simply, by absence of any genuine cultural and social project, the industry of folklorism as a pseudo-cultural project of reconstruction and manipulation generally reduced identity claims to a set of frozen values. Ultimately, the traditionalist approach deployed in Albanian studies reduced any attempts to explain people’s culture into simple claims to identify its real or imagined roots, while the idealized conception of people’s culture removed culture from history and from social life. The introverted perspective of identity retreat, focused on one’s own nation-state and people’s culture, and the ambivalent emotions induced by running away from backwardness which was nevertheless the source of one’s identity, favored not only the calculated fact-twisting approach but also major social exclusions.

The great revolutionary mission of social sciences in general and people’s culture studies in particular was to provide solution to the social issues brought by the socialist evolvement of society. In this process people’s culture became an imagined reality referring to an imagined improvement of social life and well-being of an imagined people. That is what provided essentially emotional and irrational forms of identifications and a basis to all forms of exclusion and intolerance. That is also what provided the imagined people’s culture its real sense, while offering an oppressive collective unification. Clearly, such a systematic invention of tradition became dangerous in relation to many matters, especially by authorizing actual political manipulation, which finally served to legitimate impatient and intolerant political solutions.

The new vision of people’s democracy as a society without internal struggles required a new ideological model that could create a new image of unity and homogeneity. This model was provided by national-socialism, based on the Stalinist conception of people’s culture that should be “national in form and socialist in content”, and which became a slogan directly promoted by the ruling party. If the principle of nationalism “asserts that political unity and national unity must be congruent” (Gellner, 1983, 11), more than anywhere else in East and Southeast Europe, including Albania, the eventual social...

units of the socialist polity were to be compact and reasonably homogeneous. In this context, though practitioners have preferred to claim only a kind of salvage operation for the so-called traditional culture, their contribution was combined to a cultural engineering, half descriptive and half normative, which has been brutal and dramatic. In Albania, the implementation of the national-socialist principles of the folkloric people’s culture studies may be seen as a direct outcome of many people having to be forcibly assimilated into the Albanian cultural norms of the national-socialist state. Otherwise, to use the new buzzwords that became part of people’s culture of the time, they have to be expelled or “rotated” (qarkulluar), stigmatized as “de-classed” (deklasuar) and “people’s foe” (armik i popullit), processed with “re-education” (riedukim), relegated to “internal exile” (intermin), imprisoned or killed.

In this context, people’s culture studies must have mattered in an extreme, sometimes devastating way for many people. The practice and discourse of these studies resonated in the physical application of social engineering and persecution policies by which state power used to apply those transformation agendas that have discredited the values of certain rural/traditional cultural characteristics of some Albanian people. By giving legitimacy and laying theoretical foundations to the socialist characterization of some people’s life and culture as backward and therefore alien and disintegrative, they ultimately justified the policies of class repression, expulsion and resettlement. In this way, more than other social scientific disciplines, people’s culture studies seem to have provided theoretical foundation to the communist policy of hegemonic control over the whole population and supported the terrorist repression that Albanian as other communist societies witnessed during socialism.

This history demonstrates not just how the eighteenth-century Romantic legacy became corrupted in a variety of cultural and political ways by twentieth-century professionals as showed in more detail elsewhere (Doja, 2015), but more importantly how easily academic research as a whole can become corrupted and instrumentalized by political interests. Communist politics, party authoritarianism and Stalinist tyranny, all together with exclusive nationalism had their impact on Albanian people’s culture studies in different but important ways. Unequivocally, people’s culture studies during socialism in Albania, like their counterparts in German Volkskunde and elsewhere (Doja, 2014a, 2014b), must be unhesitatingly indicted as nationalist and communist apologists for oppressive and exclusivist policies. Based on their conservative national and political objectives, they were highly disposed if not even predestined to be used and misused under communist rule as a national science that could systemically stabilize state control. More than anything else, the ways in which the socio-class notion of people’s culture and nation’s identity was enforced also undermined the cultural roots of national conscience with implications to national cohesiveness that left a long lasting imprint in the social construction of Albanian society. That is why the story must be told of a profession which proclivities towards national-socialist ideology and conservative thought went along with the communist takeover. Full acknowledgment of this fact can become another instance of the Albanian post-communist willingness to come to terms with the communist past.

8. Conclusion

The way people’s culture studies have functioned to explore and construct a particular socio-class division of the “people”, all together with a vision of exclusivist self against the forcibly alienation of the backward other, show that this approach facilitated the subversion of scholarship into a political instrument of communist propaganda, cultural hegemony and state control that ultimately destabilized the Albanian social fabric. In this context, this article aimed to highlight how totalitarian regimes employ knowledge production and culture manipulation for their own hegemonic ends, in particular how the social sciences are mobilized to assure regime longevity by legitimating repressive policies and framing a rationale for the persecution of some “culturally retarded” members of society in the name of the people’s nation and people’s ways of life. A new general contribution to theoretical knowledge is suggested, one that is obtained by the examination of processes of knowledge production and political control in Albania during communism to justify communist policies of cultural hegemony, especially by means of a new perspective on the ideological engineering of folklorism and on the manipulation of people’s culture. In this way, the arguments and the insights obtained from the critical assessment of the political and ideological context into which the available Albanian scholarship developed can be useful to appreciate comparative uses and misuses of native studies throughout nationalist and communist contexts in Eastern Europe and so-called socialist societies.

If social scientific approach is to emerge and persist as a viable field in Albania, as elsewhere, it needs to attend more carefully to its own social reproduction. The task is therefore not simply to summarize previous and established insights and opinions, but rather to question those previously established opinions and practices that today seem to be condemnable, though still at work in Albanian politics of knowledge. Ultimately, we need to consider how to engage constructively with the past in ways that may develop a vision for a renewed approach within Albanian studies from the perspective of those critical and internationally oriented positions that we need to strengthen and promote today.

The pervasive reifying effects as the essentializing discourses that characterize Albanian studies of people’s culture certainly appear unusual and difficult to grasp, if one schematically employs traditional categories developed in current scholarship dealing with this question. In turn, an articulate analysis of the main intellectual traditions and their impact, linked to a careful examination of the historical contextualization in ideological perspective, is likely to produce a more sophisticated understanding of the cultural particularism of Albanian studies during socialism. While analyzing the historical, cultural, and political terrain in which certain influential ideas and practices in Albanian studies of people’s culture emerged, the aim of this article was to frame the argument in such a way as to focus on a critical reassessment of different strands of
scholarship and take into account the close association of the development of Albanian studies within the shifting contexts and ideologies in communist Albania.

In methodological terms, we tried to engage with a comparative analysis of ideas and practices rather than with a search for positive literal proof. The critical approach advocated here might not be exhaustive, but definitely positioned and selective, while certainly a number of questions that remain open will require complementary efforts of historical research. However, if this article has managed to provoke at the very least a non-stereotyped discussion throughout a set of reflections on the development of Albanian studies in communist Albania, it merely offers itself as one among several possible alternatives. We hope it will encourage further debate, deeper enquiries, and thorough reflection, which can suggest different explanations. Even though it might perhaps justifiably attract attention to self-criticism, it may hopefully stimulate and enrich a debate that could contribute much to the already critical research on historical and current modernization. Ultimately, the conceptual aspects of this situation not only show how to deal with an extant social structural problem of knowledge production but may also have important theoretical and methodological implications beyond those of the specific problems addressed in this article.
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